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As you enter the Roy Alexander Gallery on 6th and Spring, a full screen projection invites you in 

with an enlightening multi-layered video by Russian multi-media artist Olya Dubatova. 
 
“Fragmented Identities” on view for October presents a video art installation combined with an inspiring 
collection of simple, contemporary and expressive photographs, highlighting how identities are 
perceived/shaped/influenced through culture and interaction with technology.  
 
Hanging symmetrically on parallel walls of the gallery, the striking images lure you to take just a few 
steps to study one of the many thought-provoking pictures on display. You also can’t help notice and fall 
in love with the beautiful shimmer of the aluminum on which the black and white photographs are 
printed on, adding a weighted/sculptural quality. 
 
The intellectual foundation behind the art triggers profound and stark reminders for the audience to 
think more deeply about the time we spend, the dependencies we may have developed, and the 
powerful role technology has taken in defining our social/public identities.  
 
Images such as one with a model opaquely fading behind an I-Phone, another with a model in lingerie 
with her body entangled by a power cord & still plugged into a wall, casually suggest that people live in a 
physical reality with limitations such as time and geography, but simultaneously connected to a world of 
technology with no real time and boundaries.  
 
Our favorite image was the photo reel, “Untitled” which display a Los Angeles based model sitting on her 
bed, awoken during her sleep, pondering timelessly into the infinite depths of her mind. Her body and 
mind seems to be looking for an anchor to reality, possibly seeking memories of past, present and future 
to re-establish this sense of identity.  
 
Overall, we appreciated the enjoyable experience behind the invitation only reception, allowing guests to 
connect with a well curated group of interesting entrepreneurs, collectors, artists, and urban 
professionals shaping the cultural identity of this emerging city.  
 
With complimentary drinks and snacks, a well curated and intellectually rich collection of artworks, this 
exciting new gallery further inspires confidence that Downtown Los Angeles is composing itself to 
become the most anticipated Arts, Culture, and Entertainment hub within California, possibly soon, the 
entire country.    
 
Discover Olya Dubatova:     Discover Roy Alexander Art: 
www.OlyaDubatova.me     215 W. 6th Street. Suite 109 
       Los Angeles, CA 90014 
       251.622.1680 
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